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Real-World Lessons from Today’s Trading Day 

Hey traders! First, please pardon the look and urgency of getting this report out – I’m away from the office 

and trading desk for a vacation back to Alabama for a week and am writing this for you as soon as I could after 

getting off the plane.  The charts are from a laptop and my tone is more conversational to reflect the wild 

events of the day.  There’s a running joke among long-term members and it’s to expect big market action right 

when Corey is in a plane/traveling – and that’s precisely what happened today. 

Today saw a chaotic T3 Trend Day Down as triggering from our reversal/retracement down against our 

Fibonacci Level as detailed in last night’s report.  The initial downside gap set the bearish/alternate thesis 

movement in motion and true to form, the session unfolded all day as was logical with price falling “down 

away” from its upside known target and “down toward” the prior low and 200 day SMA.  However, the selling 

pressure was so strong that the index closed under the rising 200 day SMA for the first time in 2015 (this is a 

big deal) and right into our key support level of 2,045 which is roughly the 50 week EMA (target). 

That being said, many chaotic headline news events happened today, most of them right as I was waiting for 

my plane at LAX Airport – computer glitches halting airline travel and eventually closing down the NY Stock 

Exchange for almost four hours (along with the Wall Street Journal).  China hit the front page headlines in a big 

way today (I’ve been covering that in the open blog and TradeStation morning market briefings for the last 

few weeks) and of course Greece’s slow drag on the minds of traders continues.  In addition to all of that, the 

Federal Reserve released its minutes from the prior meeting, stating that they do plan to raise rates if 

conditions warrant them (and if things take a bearish turn, conditions WILL NOT allow a rate hike… which is 

along the lines of what I’m thinking).  Needless to say, headline risk contributed to what was ultimately a 

stable, tradable, and textbook “Afraid to Trade” T3 Trend Day pattern. 

Headlines aside, today’s downside gap was in line with our alternate thesis – the rejection into resistance – 

which opened a sell pathway back to the prior low AND the 200 day SMA AND the 50 week EMA (all of which 

were targeted and successfully achieved).   

For us in the membership, we had at least two textbook bear flag retracement trades to join into the bearish 

headlines and bearish price action through today’s pure Trend Day.  If you’re new to the membership or 

unfamiliar with how we recognize (hint: big downside gap) and trade (bigger hint:  ONLY retracement trades 

into the trend are allowed) Trend Days, then take a moment to study today’s price action and the many 

examples available to you in the Member Archives and Trend Day specific trading archive page. 

On a down/bearish trend day, we short-sell INTO falling averages on the 5-min or even 1-min chart for more 

active traders (5-min is preferred) or on a price breakdown under a rising hand-drawn trendline OR 5-min 

reversal candle low.  Trail the stop above the 20 EMA preferably and target at least the prior price low or hold 

on as long as price keeps falling – especially on news-driven days like this where there’s a clear catalyst… on in 

the cast of today, MULTIPLE catalysts spooking the market – and exit on the break above a 5-min reversal 

candle high or 1-min trendline.   
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Intermarket Charts/Quick Update 
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Our intermarket or cross-market grid shows the price action and money flow beyond the US Stock Market, on 

which we focus most of our attention.  Weekly Intermarket Members get deeper/detailed analysis each 

weekend but I’ve been including flash-charts and expanding the content provided to all members – even if you 

don’t trade these markets, it’s very helpful to get a sense of where money is flowing and whether we’re seeing 

defensive “Risk-Off” or offensive “Risk-On” behavior from large funds. 

As stocks fell today, Oil also fell as Gold strengthened.  The US Dollar Index fell with the US Stock Market, 

gapping down from the $97.00 index level. 

I included Daily Chart trends for you to put the recent intraday movement in the context of the broader trend.  

Money appears to be rotating into a distribution mode in stocks at the same time the Dollar has been 

strengthening and may be resuming its larger uptrend.  Gold and Oil both remain in downtrends with bearish 

money flow surprising some traders who may not have been taking the larger picture trend into account. 

Game-Planning (60-min) 
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Special Chart:  Apple (AAPL) 

 

I could have chosen any number of stocks for today’s scan or special stock highlight but I had a couple emails 

come in from members about Apple (AAPL) and its breakdown from a trading range.  Apple has a tendency to 

expand/break (trend) higher and then fall back into a sideways consolidation range to build a base for a 

potential new leg (swing) up.  However, price broke the support into $125.00 level, breaking price to the 

lowest level in 2015.   

Like the S&P 500, Apple is likely targeting (trading down toward) the rising 200 day SMA which intersects the 

$119 level (target).  Apple shares – like most stocks at the moment (remember the Breadth Charts I 

highlighted to Weekly Intermarket Members this weekend – all the divergences) – are likely in short-term 

distribution and could continue falling toward lower levels.   
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FXI China 

 

China’s market has clearly been in the news and I think today was the day all traders heard – ad nauseum – 

about the collapse/distribution/bear market/etc that’s occurred in the Chinese market and related ETFs like 

the popular FXI (of which I also get asked various questions, especially during the TradeStation Morning 

Briefing Tuesday). 

As I reminded traders during Tuesday’s briefing, you don’t want to hold this long (bullishly) if it breaks under 

the $44.00 key pivot level – ultimately it did so and price collapsed (enriching short-sellers who had a trigger 

entry under this same level which underscores its importance as a key reference pivot). 

At this point, shares are in a collapse and the Chinese government is shutting down stock trading in certain 

stocks and discussing intervention – read market manipulation – measures.  News driven markets and Central 

Banks greatly increase risk, especially when volatility is this high.  Trade extremely carefully if at all here. 
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Game-Planning (Daily) 

 

And there it is – price broke and closed under the rising 200 day SMA for the first time in 2015.  See my open 

blog post this morning – before leaving for the airport – that compared the handful of times this has happened 

since QE1 began and the market reversed/bottomed in 2009.  After an initial and expected bounce/rally – and 

big intraday reversal yesterday – bearish headlines spooked investors/traders and additional liquidation 

resulted in today’s powerful Trend Day that closed the price for the first time underneath this level – and 

understandably so.  At this point, we’ll focus on the “Will it or Won’t it” bounce from the weekly target… 
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Game-Planning (Weekly) 

 

Finally, price is logically and – believe it or not somewhat stably – trading down away from the rising 20 week 

EMA and pivot price near 2,100 TOWARD our weekly chart target of 2,037/2,040 which is our rising 50 week 

EMA target. The last time this same event occurred was October 2014 ahead of a bullish intervention rally and 

– to a lesser extent – January 2015 also ahead of an intervention/aggressive buying event. 
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Do keep it simple – it’s highly likely we see additional selling but Central Banks have shown their willingness to 

step in with news or their own headlines/programs that – essentially – send sellers covering and buyers buying 

at word of future interventions.  The natural inclination – and probability based on classic analysis – is to get 

and remain short and that would be the correct play… in a normal environment.  While we will continue to 

play bearishly on further price movement lower, we will continue to respect the ongoing uptrends, 50 day 

EMA support target achieved (which is our current key pivot), and react in real time without bias (bullish OR 

bearish) depending on what price does.  Price will either move toward or away from our key levels and we 

update these every single day (including travel days when big things happen!). 

Remain calm, enjoy the volatility if you’re on the right side of price action and actively trading, and if you’re 

remaining cautious – which is perfectly fine – step back and study the many lessons we all can learn from 

every single day’s real-time, real-world price action and end-of-day review lessons.  Stay safe!!  And let 

yourself have a little fun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


